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NUCLEAR DISSUASION
-

IMMUNITY
OF THE TERRITORY

After the Second World war, the Soviet
and American forces seek to build their
immunizing armour against the
potential enemy nuclear intrusions.



First Generation
Armours

Main objectives :

Centralized data-processing synchronization
of radar detection systems

Arctic : construction of a early radar detection
barrier for transpolar ballistic missiles



USA : SAGE system

The SAGE system (Semi-Automatic
Ground Environment) starts operating
in 1951.

For the first time in the history of
humanity, a nonhuman device is used
to process data and to decide
adapted answer, in real time and in a
changing environment.

The machine connected to 50 screens
was communicating with a hundred
radars and could follow 400 planes.



1959 : transpolar BMEWS

The early warning system BMEWS (Balistic Missile Early Warning System)
starts operating at the end of the fifties. The BMEWS is the deployment
of three gigantic bases of long range detection radar (around 4500 km) :
Fylingdales Moore in England ; Thule in Greenland ; Clear in Alaska.

These bases enclose the North Pole to survey the Soviet transpolar
ballistic threat.
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USSR : tests and deployment
From 1959, the Soviets deploy and test different systems of trans-horizon
radars and satellite detection radars : DUNAI-2 in Kazakhstan (west of lake
Balkhash), DUNAI-3 near Moscow and DNESTR in Siberia (Angarsk) and
Kazakhstan.

Successfully tested, the system allow from 1962 the construction of a base
of DUNAI-3 and DUNAI-3U to protect Moscow, known under the name A-35
or Dog House and Cat House (for NATO).



1963 : North-Atlantic barrier
Deployment from 1963 to 1969 of two DNESTR-M radars of Anti Ballistic-
Missile (ABM 1) on the North-Atlantic transpolar front, in Olenegorsk (near
Mourmansk) and Skrunda (Latvia).

In 1969, the EKVATOR project synchronise the soviet  ABM-1 system.

NATO will name this starting armour as Hen House.



1967 : Outer-Space Treaty

In 1967 the Outer-Space Treaty prohibit the deployment of weapons of
mass destruction in orbital space. This treaty does not prohibit the systems
to place, detect or destroy the satellites.

At the end of the Sixties, the two synchronized networks of early missiles
detection above the North Atlantic polar zone are operational.

But the crisis of the missiles in Cuba, zone not covered by detection, shows
that the capacity of tactical immobilization of the adversary constitutes a
true dissuasive force.



Second Generation
Armours

Main objectives :

Full protection of national territory

Space strategic deployment



August 1970 :
first destruction of a satellite

The space conquest accelerated the search for an immunizing
protection in space. The space armour becomes a priority that
opens a new phase in the American and Soviet imperial policies.

For the first time in the world, the Soviet experimental satellite
interceptor IS (satellite killer) destroy a targeted satellite with a
fragmentation bomb in August 1970. This technology that
Americans do not control frightens them.

The construction of a test center for the Soviet Terra-3 laser on
the site of Balkhash starts at the beginning of the decade.



1972 :
Anti-Balistic Missile treaty

The increase of speed of the missiles quickly makes insufficient the
territorial protection at the borders. The length of notice of attack
passed from 15 minutes in 1962 to 2 minutes in 1972.

This situation which drove to the proliferation of the anti-missile
missiles, leads the USSR and the USA to sign the ABM treaty in 1972,
opening a period of «!Détente!».

The treaty limits the number of anti-missile missiles. It allows the
construction of the radar armour but limits its development to the
capital cities and the borders.



1973 :  Soviet ABM-2
In 1973, two DNESTR radars are operationnal in Mishelevka (Irkutsk) and
Balkhash (Kazakhstan).

The first DNEPR radar is constructed in Balkhash. It inaugurates with
success a new generation of radars. Construction works of Daugava and
DNEPR radars are confirmed in Skrunda, Mukachevo (Ukraine), Sevastopol
(Ukraine), Mishelevka, and Balkhash.



1978 : full protection
of the soviet territory

From 1978 the Sevastopol and Mukachevo radars are
operationnals.

The ABM-2 Hen House armour is completed.

Stays the eastern part of the continent (east of Lena river). But
this deserted region is far too away for the American ballistic
threat.

These circonstances allow the combat deployment of the Space
Defense System in 1979.



1978 : Cobra Dane, Shemya
Beginning of the construction of the Cobra Dane radar, localized
on the Eareckson base of Shemya island in the Bering Sea.
Cobra Dane has been conceived as an espionnage radar that can
collect data on test-launchings of soviet missiles in Kamchatka
and the Pacific Ocean.





1980 : oceanic PAVE PAWS
From 1975, the USA build the PAVE
PAWS system (Phased Array Warning
System) of territorial second warning.

To the transpolar missiles interception
BMEWS system, the bases of Cape Cod
(Massachusetts), Robins (Georgia),
Eldorado (Texas) and Beale (California),
are dedicated to trans-oceanic missiles
interception.

The system also have a secondary
mission of localizing satellites into
space.

The two systems are then centralized in
the base of Cheyenne Mountain
(Colorado).







USA: Transhorizon radars
The USA launch the transhorizon OTH-B (Over the Horizon Backscatter)
radars system. the transhorizon radars use the reflection on the ionosphere
for long range missiles/planes detection.

This radar system is today the bigger radar system in the world, gradually
developped from the 1970s. Three radars on the East coast and three
radars on the Wast coast are active.



USSR : «!Duga!» Steel Yard OTH
The Soviet Steel Yard OTH system began operations in 1975-1976 in
Pripyat, 9 km from Chernobyl nuclear plant in Ukraine. The exact
location of this radar stayed obscure for the West during many years and
its powerfull signal was quickly dubbed the «!Russian Woodpecker!». This
installation was reportedly put out of service with the Chernobyl nuclear
reactor explosion in 1986. Three other similar radars operated near
Gomel (Belarus- in vicinity of Chernobyl as well), Komsomolsk-na-Amure
and Vladivostok until 1989.



The «!Woodpecker!» effect
When it first began operations, the transmitter interfered with several
communications channels, including emergency frequencies for aircraft
on transoceanic flights.

When the transmissions were first
detected in the West, some
suggested that the Soviets were
developing a new radio system for
communicating with strategic
submarines. Others suggested
that it was designed to detect and
track low-flying aircraft or
missiles. Other theories extended
to suggestions the Soviets were
trying to modify the weather;
experimenting with radio waves
to control human behavior; or
developing a weapon to shoot
down nuclear-tipped missles.



MAD : Mutual Assured Destruction
1980 : with the end of the «!détente!» (révolutions in Iran and Nicaragua,
invasion of Afghanistan), the nuclear dissuasion logic become a suicide
pact that imagine that someone can «!win!» the nuclear war.



Third Generation
Armours
Main objectives :

Imperial protection sphere in orbit

Short range ballistic threat managment

(Pershing missiles crisis in Germany)

Race with the budgetary asphyxation of the adversary



1983 : Star Wars
The 23d of march 1983, Ronald Reagan launches the Strategic
Defense Initiative (SDI) also known under the name «!Star Wars!».

The SDI, combined with the MAD doctrine, gives itself the objective
of dynamizing the american «!voodoo economy!» (according to the
words of George H.W. Bush, Vice-Président in the period) and the
asphyxiation of the soviet military budget in what will be called the
«!second cold war!».



1984 : Pechora and Gabala

Daryal in Pechora

The transmitting/receiving Daryal radars systems of Pechora (Siberia) and
Gabal( Azerbaijan) are operationnals. They complete the Hen House.



Pechora site, Siberia



1989 : Don 2N radar
The ABM-3 fortress (Dog house) to defend Moscow is finished

The A-135 fortress is a cut pyramide of 100 m of base by 45 m of height



1989 : ABM treaty infringment

In 1989, the soviets recognise the existence of the Krasnoyarsk radar that
infringe the 1972 ABM treaty. The treaty stipulated that no ABM radar
must be built more than 150 km of the borders of the country and that
they must me directed towards outside. And Krasnoyarsk is situated in
eastern Siberia and at more than 800 km of all borders.

The radar will be progressively dismantled from 1989 to 1991.





1991 : fall of the USSR

The end of soviets redistributes the strategic charts.

Russia preserves its radar bases but must on a case-by-
case basis negotiates the sites located in the other
Republics of the new federation.



Daryal radars
After the fall, only three of the planned Daryal radars were
operationnals : in Pechora (Siberia), Gabala (Azerbaijan) and
Olenegorsk (near Murmansk).



Although Russia and Latvia
signed a lease agreement in
1994 on the Skrunda station,
the agreement expired in
August 1998 and the station's
two radars ceased operation
at the end of the month
and were dismantled
by the end of october 1999.

The unfinished Daryal-UM
radar at Skrunda was
destroyed even earlier,
in 1995.

1994 : Latvia leaves
the Hen House system



2003 : Belarus Volga radar
Started in 1985, the new generation Volga large phased array
radar in Baranovichi takes the relay of the Skrunda radar .
The Baranovichi radar entered combat duty in 2003 and is able to
detect ballistic targets at a distance of up to 5,000km.



2006 : Voronezh

The prototype of the new
strategic «!Voronezh DM!»
radar type installed near
Lekhtusi, Saint-Petersburg, is
closing the hole left by the
demolition of the Skrunda
radar.

The prototype installation will
not have the same capacity as
the «!series!» installations
with a 10x30m antenna
surface, compared to the
future 30x30m antennas.



Beginning of 2006 :
a Daryal radar
burning
 Little information are
available but it is
likely to be an out of
order Daryal, possibly
in Kazakhstan.



War on Drugs

Just acheived, the american sites (OTH, Pave Paws) reorientate their
actions on South America and the «!war on drugs!».

10 «!Tethered Aerostat Radars!» are also deployed on the south border of
the country.



The USA deploy a new generation X-
band radar in Vardo, Norway,

Locations of radars in Vardo and
Shemya Island are ideal for collecting
very precise data on Russian missile
tests.

The plan is to put similar systems in
Georgia and Azerbaijan.

2000 : Have Stare



ABM 2007 crisis

The United States unveiled its plan in January to place a radar system
in the Czech Republic and 10 interceptor missiles in Poland, as
components of the missile shield.

The USA argue that this is part of a deployment against Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile (ICBM) from «!rogue states!», North Corea and Iran.
EU has warned Poland and Czech Republic to not start a new arm race
in Europe.

The chief of the Russian General Staff warned, "The real goal [of the
U.S. deployment] is to protect [the U.S.] from Russian and Chinese
nuclear-missile potential and to create exclusive conditions for the
invulnerability of the United States.!»



FULL
SPECTRUM
DOMINANCE



1991 : «!Revolution
in the Military Affairs!»

The end of the Soviet Union and the redistribution of the
strategic charts make necessary the military change of doctrines.

The first Gulf war makes it possible to test on a large scale the
systems of weapons and command developed in the Eighties,
which includes the technology of geolocalisation GPS.

The change of doctrines east defines as “Revolution in the
Military Affairs” and is generally related to a strong role of the
modern management of information, communication systems and
space technologies.



Information War

The adversary includes as much the
civilians as the soldiers. It includes all
those - foreign or national - which are
opposed to the goals of war.

The information systems of the
adversary include their hardware,
their software, their capacities of
communication but also the
individuals (who are themselves
communication and information
systems).

The information war aims at affecting the information and the
information systems of the adversary while protecting its own
information and information systems.



Full Spectrum Dominance

The military doctrine of «!Full Spectrum Dominance!» aims at
the superiority on the whole of the threats of the New World
Disorder.

It implies that the lines of forces are not limited to the soldier,
but include the entire society. The safeguarding of the
superiority implies the installation of a continuous environment
of communication from sub-surface to outer-space.

The full spectrum dominance results in the generalization of
information war.



Tactical Electromagnetic Bath
The installation of a continuous environment of communication of sub-
surface to outer-space requires to plunge the planet in a permanent
artificial electromagnetic bath.

The theatre of operations
imbricates tactical grids of
engagement, information and
sensing.



Network-Centric Warfare
The concept of Network-Centric Warfare organises networks
architectures and seeks to translate an information advantage
into a competitive warfighting advantage.



JTRS

The JTRS implies the digitalization of the
radio, the transmission without wire of the
data and the deployment of ad hoc mobile
networks on the battle field.

Each part of mobile equipment and each
human participant become potential source
of relay of radio transmissions.

The Joint Tactical Radio System (JTRS, pronounce “jitters”) is planned
like the next generation use of the radio in the American military
operations.



2001 : «!Project
for a New American Century!»

The election of George W. Bush announces the application of
the Project for a New American Century, renewal of the
neoconservative doctrine of “voodoo” economy.

The USA leave in 2002 treaty ABM become obsolete what
starts again the Wars Star and the anti-missile construction of
a shield in space.



Total Information Awareness

Sa mission est «!d’imaginer, de
développer, d’appliquer, d’intégrer,
de démontrer, d’organiser le transfert
des technologies de l’information et
des composants, et de réaliser des
prototypes de systèmes d’information,
pour contrer les menaces
asymétriques par une maîtrise totale
de l’information!».

En janvier 2002, le Information Awareness Office (IAO) est créé. Il
organise la réponse aux événements du 11 septembre et a pour
vocation de trouver des applications aux technologies de
l’information pouvant permettre de contrer les menaces
transnationales contre la sécurité nationale.



Anti Ballistic Missile



2006 : Mobile X-Band Radars
In 2006, the first mobile X-Band radar leaves its Texas building site. Four
models have been ordered. It is part of the new American deployment to
counter the “asymmetrical nuclear threat!». In addition to the Vardo X-
band Have Stare and eventually the Czech.

The X-Band was sent during the summer 2006 on the basis of Misawa to
Japan to control the North Korean  airspace.





Multi-Function Radar warships
The DDX destroyer is a future class of United States Navy destroyer,
designed as a multi-mission ship, armed with an array of land-attack
weapons, including the Advanced Land-Attack Missile (ALAM), Tactical
Tomahawk (TACTOM), and the Advanced Gun System (AGS) firing Long-
Range Land-Attack Projectiles (LRLAP).

The destroyer
is equiped
with an AN/SPY-3
Multi-Function Radar,
an X-band active
phased-array radar
designed to meet
all horizon search
and fire control
requirements.



2006 : Stratellites et HAA
The first stratellites and High Altitude Airships are ready to play a role in
the global detection and interception system.

Stratellite : radar aerostat, unmaned, stratospheric and geostationnary
HAA : radar aerostat, inhabited and mobile at high altitudes



Stratospheric Fortresses :
HAA-ACTD and MDA

The future of strategic aerostats
includes :

- the High Altitude Airship -
Advanced Concept Technology
Demonstration (HAA-ACTD), an
extended version of the HAA
equiped with a suspended laser
mirror with an anti-missile
purpose (tested by Boeing in
august 2006)

- the Missile Defense Airship, a
stratospheric version of the anti-
missile defense fortress.







Ionospheric
Heaters

HAARP, EISCAT, SPEAR, etc.





Principes

The ionospheric heaters (IH) are radar antennas that «!heat!» the
ionosphere to conduct several types of experiments :

- Plasma physics
The ionosphere is used a an experimentations laboratory on
unstabilities and turbulences of plasma waves.

- Geophysics and Sun-Earth relations
The IH allow to conduct atmospheric, ionospheric and
magnetospheric experimentations.

- The artificially generated waves can be detected by other radars
on Earth, magnetometers or  instruments in orbit, which makes it
possible to significantly increase the capacities of diagnosis.



1970 : Plateville, Colorado (secondary use)
1975 : Sura, Russia
1980 : Arecibo, Porto-Rico (secondary use)
Tromso, Norway ; HIPAS, Alaska
1995 : HAARP, Alaska
2003 : SPEAR, Svalbard

Ionospheric

Heaters

in the world



Sura (Russia)



Arecibo (Porto-Rico)



Tromso (Norway)



HAARP (Alaska)
High-frequency Active Aural Research Project



SPEAR (Svalbard)

The Space Plasma Exploration by Active Radar (SPEAR) is

a new generation ionospheric heater that Great Britain is
developping. It will be the closest facility of the North
Pole.



CUTLASS (Iceland, Finland)

Le CUTLASS (Co-operative UK Twin Auroral
Sounding System) is a double HF radar
antenna built in 1995 by Great Britain to
study the artic ionosphere. Established in
Iceland and Finland, it is combined together
with the EISCAT system in Tromso and
Svalbard.

CUTLASS is part of the SUPER DARN network
of the atmosphere and ionosphere
monitoring in the North and South Poles.



Super DARN
Super Dual Auroral Research Network :
synchronized interpolar observation



EISCAT
 European Incoherent SCATter facility





HAARP : Military Applications

DARPA website (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) :

«!The HAARP developed new experimental research capabilities and
conducted research programs to exploit emerging ionosphere and
radio science technologies related to advanced defense applications.

The FY 1990 Appropriation Act provided funds for the creation of
HAARP, jointly managed by the Air Force Research Laboratory and the
Office of Naval Research to exploit emerging ionosphere and high
power radio technology for new military systems applications.!»



HAARP : Military Applications
«!Key to the current effort was the expansion of the experimental
research facility (…) to conduct investigations to characterize the
physical processes that can be initiated and controlled in the ionosphere
and space, via interactions with high power radio waves.!:

1) the generation of extremely low frequency/very low frequency radio
waves for submarine and other subsurface communication, and the
reduction of charged particle populations in the radiation belts to ensure
safe spacecraft systems operations.

2) the control of electron density gradients and the refractive properties
in selected regions of the ionosphere to create radio wave propagation
channels

3) the generation of optical and infrared emissions in space to calibrate
space sensors.!»



HAARP : Military Applications

The DARPA advisers have indicated that «!the advanced applications-
related research activities and new military system concept
demonstrations envisioned under the program require that the high
frequency transmitting capability at the site be increased from the
present 960 kW level to 3.6 MW level!».

«!Additional high-value functions can potentially be accomplished
with the a 3.6 MW capability, in particular, the exploration and
refinement of scientific principles that could lead to the development
and deployment of a system to provide protection for spacebased
assets from emergent asymmetric threats!».

The HAARP technology has transitioned to the Air Force and Navy in
FY 2006.

(source http://www.darpa.mil)



HAARP : Military Applications

In clear, the HAARP aims to :

- get ready for the ionospheric warfare (artificial ionospheric shield
against radioactive fallouts)

- to make the ionosphere an experimental area for exotic weapons
(plasma, climatic, etc)

- to control the intermediate space of the ionosphere between orbital
and atmospheric spaces

- to fluudify the ionosphere within the framework of the spectral
communications during the orbital military fortresses operations.



What is this HAARP playing ?

The ionosphere is a membrane, an electromagnetic shield which
protects any form of life on Earth from deadly radiations (cosmic
rays) coming from the sun and the cosmos.

The ionosphere being a dynamic system of regulation, any
modification could have an impact in the more or less long term
on the planetary energy balance.

The Earth ionosphere contains an enormous quantity of energy.
8000 storms occur everywhere on the Earth at any time what
represents million amps which flow on the Earth thanks to the
lightning. HAARP could be a release of this natural phenomenon.




